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Summary
Background: Learning in exploratory and goal-directed
behaviors can modify decision-making processes in the initia-
tion of appropriate action and thereby transform the irregular
and infrequent expression of such behaviors into inflexible,
compulsive-like repetitive actions. However, the neuronal
mechanisms underlying such learning-derived behavioral
plasticity remain poorly understood.
Results:Appetitive operant conditioning, a form of associative
learning, produces a long-lasting switch in the mollusk
Aplysia’s food-seeking behavior from irregular, impulsive-like
radula biting movements into stereotyped, compulsive-like
recurrences of this cyclic act. Using isolated buccal ganglia,
we recorded intracellularly from an electrically coupled subset
of feeding-network neurons whose spontaneous burst
discharge is responsible for instigating the motor pattern
underlying each radula bite cycle. We report that the sporadic
production of biting patterns in preparations from naive and
noncontingently trained animals derives from the inherently
variable and incoherent bursting of these pattern-initiating
neurons that are each randomly capable of triggering a given
bite. However, the accelerated rhythmically recurring expres-
sion of radula motor patterns after contingent-reward training
in vivo arises from a regularization and synchronization of
burst discharge in the pattern-initiating cells through a promo-
tion of stereotyped burst-generating oscillations and an
increase in the strength of their electrical coupling.
Conclusions: Our results show that plasticity in the spatio-
temporal organization of pacemaker bursting, both within
and between components of an action-initiating neuronal sub-
circuit, provides novel cellular substrates by which operant
learning alters the recurrent expression of a simple goal-
directed behavior.
Introduction
Motivated behaviors, such as feeding and sexual activity, are
generated by central neuronal networks, the intrinsically
driven output of which can be regulated by extrinsic rewarding
stimuli through learning processes. One such process is
operant conditioning, which enables an animal to make the
contingent association between a specific goal-directed
action (operant) and its outcome (such as access to reward)
[1, 2]. A behavioral consequence of contingent reinforcement
*Correspondence: john.simmers@u-bordeaux2.fris a compulsive-like expression of the rewarded action, which
becomes generated more frequently and in a stereotyped
rhythmic manner [3–6]. Behavioral modifications by operant
conditioning have in some cases been studied at the cellular
level [2, 7–10], but the operational basis of central neural
circuits that drive appetitive actions and the neuronal
processes underlying their operant learning-induced plasticity
remain poorly understood.
A suitable model for addressing this issue is the mollusk
Aplysia, in which various aspects of feeding behavior can be
modified by different forms of appetitive learning, including
operant conditioning [2, 11]. The neural networks that generate
feeding-related activity, including exploratory and consumma-
tory biting movements of the tongue-like radula, are well
understood in terms of synaptic connectivity and neuronal
properties [12–14]. Moreover, these circuits have previously
been found to be capable of a form of operant learning
involving specific long-lasting changes in the intrinsic excit-
ability of an identified feeding-network neuron that governs
the selection between functionally distinct types of radula
movement [2, 11, 15, 16].
Here, we explored the mechanistic basis of another type of
feeding-related plasticity resulting from operant conditioning,
namely the changes that occur in the cycle-to-cycle genesis of
the same radula biting action. We have previously described
how radula biting movements, which occur sporadically
during spontaneous food seeking, are durably (at least 4 hr)
expressed in a faster and stereotyped rhythmic manner after
40 min of appetitive operant conditioning [17]. Moreover,
neural correlates of these learning-induced changes in vivo
continue to be manifested by the radula pattern-generating
circuitry of isolated nervous systems. In further using such
in vitro preparations, we now targeted the cellular and network
processes that underlie this behavioral plasticity by recording
from the specific feeding-circuit neurons that instigate each
radula bite cycle. These experiments reveal novel intra- and
intercellular sites at which contingent reinforcement of a moti-
vated behavior can be orchestrated within underlying neuronal
circuitry.
Results
Exploratory and consummatory radula movements in Aplysia
comprise repeating cycles of protraction, closure, and retrac-
tion that are driven by central pattern generator (CPG) circuitry
located in the bilateral buccal ganglia (B.g.; Figure 1A). The
neural correlate of radula biting behavior (or ‘‘fictive’’ biting)
continues to be expressed by the feeding CPG in isolated
B.g. when the latter are subjected to inciting electrical stimula-
tion of the sensory n.2,3 buccal nerves ([15]; see Supplemental
Experimental Procedures available online). The motor output
(or ‘‘pattern’’) responsible for a single bite consists of an all-
or-none sequence of activity in nerves controlling radula
protraction, closure, and retraction (Figure 1B; [15, 18]), with
each phase being triggered by specific interneuronal subsets
of the feeding CPG. Because appetitive operant conditioning
modifies the regularity and frequency of radula bite occur-
rences [17], in a first step toward a cellular analysis of the
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elements engaged in eliciting the initial protraction phase of
each bite cycle. Of the seven previously identified protrac-
tion-initiating neurons (B30/B31/B34/B40/B50/B63/B65)
[12, 13, 19–21], most of which are bilaterally symmetrical and
electrically coupled pairs, the onsets of burst activity in only
three cell types, B63/B30/B65, were found to reliably precede
each motor pattern occurrence (Figure 1B), and these neurons
were therefore considered to be primary instigators in the bite-
generating process.
Consistent with such a triggering role, the B63/B30/B65
neurons can activate fictive radula bites when individually
stimulated in otherwise quiescent B.g. preparations (i.e.,
without n.2,3 stimulation) [13, 19, 21]. As seen in Figures 1C–
1E, respectively, bursts evoked in a B63, B30, or B65 neuron
by depolarizing current injection elicited single complete
motor patterns, although for B30 and B65, these only occurred
when associated with discharge in B63 that resulted at least
partly from their known electrical coupling [13, 19, 21]. This
essential involvement of B63 was further evidenced by the
suppression of pattern generation when a B63 cell was held
silent by hyperpolarization during concomitant B30 or B65
stimulation (Figures 1F and 1G). Moreover, the coactivation
of both the left and right B63 neurons is required, because
holding one B63 silent during activation of its contralateral
partner also blocked pattern generation (Figure 1H). Therefore,
although burst discharge in any of the B63/B30/B65 cells is
sufficient to trigger individual bite cycles, the actual initiating
process necessitates the intervention of the bilateral B63 inter-
neurons.
Learning-Induced Changes in Timing of Pattern-Initiating
Neuron Bursting
To determine whether the electrically coupled B63/B30/B65
neurons express cellular correlates of the rate increase and
regularization of biting behavior induced by in vivo operant
conditioning, we compared their activity in three groups of
in vitro preparations: a ‘‘control’’ group of B.g. (n = 13) from
animals that had received no food-reward stimulation
(Figure 2Aa, upper trace); a ‘‘contingent’’ group (n = 14) from
animals that during 40 min training had received a food reward
immediately after each spontaneous radula bite, in a manner
corresponding to appetitive operant conditioning (Figure 2Aa,
middle trace); and a ‘‘noncontingent’’ group (n = 13) from
animals in which any nonassociative effects of the appetitive
training could be assessed by subjecting them to food-reward
delivery that was uncorrelated with bite occurrences
(Figure 2Aa, lower trace).
After dissection and transferral in vitro (Figure 2Ab), isolated
B.g. from the three experimental groups generated fictive biting
that corresponded to the behavioral changes induced by
operant learning [17]. Accordingly, during testing under
Figure 1. In Vitro Preparation and Identified Interneurons Used for
Studying the Cellular Basis of Operant Conditioning of Aplysia Biting
Behavior
(A) Schematic of isolated bilateral buccal ganglia (B.g.) showing
placements of extracellular recording electrodes (filled circles) on
the intrinsic muscle 2 motor nerve (I2 n.; radula protractor motoneu-
rons), radula nerve (R n.; closure motoneurons), and nerve 2,1 (n.2,1;
retractor motoneurons) and intracellular electrodes (arrowheads) for
intrasomatic recordings. Bipolar stimulating electrodes (twin
arrows) placed on the left and right 2,3 sensory nerves (n.2,3) were
used to activate buccal feeding circuitry.
(B) Simultaneous extracellular recordings of a single radula motor
pattern (fictive bite) consisting of protractor (I2 n.), retractor (n.2,1),
and closure (R n.) motoneuron bursts and intracellular recordings
of the bilaterally paired B63, B30, and B65 pattern-initiating neurons
during low-frequency inciting stimulation (2 Hz, 8.5V) of nerve n.2,3
(n.2,3 Stim.; horizontal dotted line). Note that the onsets of bursting
activity in B63, B30, and B65 preceded the initial protraction phase
(indicated by the vertical dashed line) of the fictive bite. Vertical
scales represent 20 mV.
(C–E) Burst discharge in B63, B30, or B65 neurons is necessary and/
or sufficient for radula motor pattern initiation. In three different
quiescent preparations, depolarizing current pulses (indicated by
horizontal bars) injected into a B63 (C, +5 nA), B30 (D, +4 nA), or
B65 neuron (E, +4 nA) elicited single fictive bites recorded extracel-
lularly in the indicated peripheral motor nerves (top traces). The
experimental activation of B63 was sufficient to trigger a complete
motor pattern without activation (but note subthreshold depolariza-
tions) of simultaneously recorded B30 and B65 neurons (C). Direct
current-induced activation of either B30 (D) or B65 (E) activated elec-
trically coupled B63 and also triggered a radula motor pattern.
(F–H) In the same experiments as in (C)2(E), hyperpolarization (with
25 nA current injection) of one member of the B63 cell pair pre-
vented a simultaneously activated B30 (F), B65 (G), or contralateral
B63 (H) neuron from eliciting complete fictive bites. Note that the
residual motor nerve activity in the extracellular traces of (F) and
(G) resulted from known direct synaptic connections of B30 and
B65 with several radula motoneurons [e.g., 21]. Thus, coincident
bursting in the two bilateral B63 neurons is necessary and sufficient
to trigger a complete bite cycle. B30 or B65 activity can trigger a bite,
but only indirectly via their activation of B63. Vertical scales repre-
sent 25 mV.
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preparations (Figures 2Ba and 2Bc, respectively) generated
biting patterns at irregular intervals and relatively infrequently,
whereas contingent preparations typically produced stereo-
typed rhythmic patterns at a higher cycle frequency (Figure
2Bb; Figure S1). Furthermore, the timing of impulse bursts in
the individual B63/B30/B65 cells closely reflected these
learning-induced alterations in buccal CPG output. Thus, in
contingent B.g. that expressed regularized and accelerated
fictive biting (Figure 2Bb), all three cell types similarly generated
rhythmic spontaneous bursts (Figure 2Ca) at relatively elevated
cycle rates (Figure 2Cb). In control (Figure 2Ba) and noncontin-
gent B.g. (Figure 2Bc), no significant differences were found in
the bursting of each of the B63/B30/B65 neurons, which again
in correspondence with radula motor output was irregularly ex-
pressed at lower mean rates (Figures 2Ca and 2Cb).
Despite these equivalent changes in the temporal parame-
ters of B63/B30/B65 bursting, operant conditioning selectively
enhanced the role of B63 in the pattern-initiating process. In
control and noncontingent B.g., the three cell types were
each capable of being the earliest active neuron in successive
bite cycles (Figures 3Aa and 3Ac). B63 fired first in 61.6% 6
6.8% (control) and 65.6% 6 3.3% (noncontingent) of biting
patterns, B30 led in 21.5%6 3.8% and 21.7%6 1.5% of cases,
and B65 led in 16.9% 6 4.9% and 12.6% 6 2.1% of cases.
However, in the faster and regularized motor patterns of
contingent preparations (Figure 3Ab), B63 bursts initiated
83.1% 6 4.1% of bites, whereas B30 and B65 led in only
6.0% 6 4.1% and 11.4% 6 3.8%, respectively.
In addition to the increased predominance of B63 in pattern
instigation, the coherence of bursting in the three pattern-initi-
ating cell types was modified by operant learning. The disper-
sions (or variability) of burst onsets in both B30 (Figure 3B) and
B65 neurons (Figure 3C) relative to the start of corresponding
B63 bursts (see Experimental Procedures) were significantly
reduced in the contingent group compared to either control
or noncontingent preparations, which themselves did not
differ significantly.
Figure 2. Plasticity in Fictive Biting and Associ-
ated Bursting of Motor Pattern-Initiating Neurons
Produced by In Vivo Operant Conditioning
(A) Experimental protocol.
(Aa) Three groups of animals were initially trained
during a 40 min period. In a control group (upper
trace), animals were not allowed to ingest any
food during spontaneous radula movements
(individual bites indicated by vertical bars). In
a contingent group (middle trace), the animals
received a food reward (at arrowheads) in strict
association with each spontaneous bite. In a third,
noncontingent group (lower trace), the food
reward was delivered at regular intervals (6 s)
independently of bite occurrences.
(Ab) Immediately after training, B.g. were trans-
ferred in vitro. The B63, B30, and B65 interneurons
were then recorded intracellularly, and their
cellular and network properties were tested within
a 4 hr period, corresponding to the retention time
of training-induced behavioral changes [17].
(B) Simultaneous extracellular recordings of
radula motor output and intracellular recordings
from B63, B30, and B65 neurons in different B.g.
preparations from naive control (Ba), contingently
trained (Bb), and noncontingently trained animals
(Bc). All preparations were tested under identical
inciting n.2,3 stimulation. Bursts in the three
pattern-initiating neurons (lower traces) and
resultant motor output patterns (upper traces)
were generated at a higher frequency and with
a stereotyped rhythmic organization in the contin-
gent preparation as compared to the variable and
erratic fictive bites and neuron bursts produced
by both control and noncontingent preparations.
Vertical scales represent 30 mV.
(C) Within- and between-group comparisons of
B63/B30/B65 bursting. In contingent prepara-
tions (Cont.) that generated rhythmic fictive biting
and in nonrhythmic control (Ctrl) or noncontingent preparations (Noncont.), the regularity (Ca) and frequency of bursting (Cb) among the three cell types (B63,
vertically hatched bars; B30, white bars; B65, diagonally hatched bars) were not significantly different (NS, below histograms) in each group: (Ca) (Fisher exact
test), within contingent group comparison as example; B63 versus B30 and B30 versus B65, p = 1; B63 versus B65, p = 0.44; (Cb) (Friedman analysis of vari-
ances by ranks), Ctrl, c2 = 0.86, Cont., c2 = 0.50; Noncont.c2 = 4. However, in accordance with between-group differences in radula motor pattern expression
(see Figures S1B and S1C), the proportions of each cell type that produced stereotyped rhythmic bursting (Ca) at elevated cycle rates (Cb) were significantly
higher in the contingent group than in either the control or noncontingent groups. In all cases, the control and noncontingent groups did not differ significantly,
indicating that the regularization and rate increases were specific consequences of in vivo contingent training. In these analyses, a similar significance of
difference between groups was found for the three cell types. For B63 in (Ca), for example (Fisher’s exact test): contingent versus control groups, p =
0.001; contingent versus noncontingent, p = 0.001; control versus noncontingent, p = 1; (Cb) (Kruskal-Wallis test), B63, H2 = 7.91; B30, H2 = 9.86; B65,
H2 = 7.01. Post hoc Newman-Keuls pairwise multiple comparisons for B63: contingent versus control, q = 3.83; contingent versus noncontingent,
q = 4.25; control versus noncontingent, q = 1.44. **p% 0.025; ***p% 0.005. Error bars represent 6 standard error of the mean (SEM).
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operant conditioning-induced changes in radula biting
behavior are expressed within a module of feeding-network
neurons that are necessary and/or sufficient for the induction
of each bite cycle. Specifically, the otherwise irregularly
repeating and weakly coordinated impulse bursts in these
cells became transformed by learning into a different opera-
tional state in which bursts were rhythmically and more rapidly
expressed in coincident cycles that were more reliably led by
the B63 neurons.
Learning-Induced Changes in Membrane Properties
of Pattern-Initiating Neurons
We next determined whether the contingent-dependent accel-
eration and regularization of bursting in the B63/B30/B65
neurons were accompanied by specific changes in their
bioelectrical properties. Operant conditioning did not lead to
significant changes in the resting membrane potential of the
three cell types (Figure S2A). In contrast, input resistance (Ri)
was found to differ significantly according to the training
history of preparations (Figure S2B). The Ri of B63 neurons in
contingent preparations (6.3 6 0.4MU) was w27% higher
than in either control or noncontingent preparations, whereas
B30 and B65 Ri (8.6 6 3.8MU and 7.1 6 0.8MU, respectively)
increased significantly by 15%–20%.
This increase in Ri of the B63/B30/B65 neurons was
also accompanied by learning-induced changes in active
membrane properties associated with impulse burst produc-
tion. Repetitive bursting in these neurons could be driven by
synaptic inputs from other, as yet unidentified, elements within
the feeding CPG network, or, alternatively, B63/B30/B65
bursts could derive from an intrinsic cellular mechanism. To
address this issue, we tested the burst-generating capability
of individual B63/B30/B65 neurons under conditions in which
activity in their pattern-initiating partners and remaining
feeding CPG circuitry was prevented by continuously hyperpo-
larizing one of the two B63 neurons (see Figures 1F–1H; [13]).
For all three preparation groups, steady membrane depolar-
ization of the other B63 (Figure 4A) or of a B30 or B65 neuron
(Figure S3) in an otherwise quiescent buccal network led to
cyclic burst generation, consistent with a current-induced
activation of an underlying oscillatory mechanism (see below).
Moreover, the expression of this likely endogenous cellular
property varied with behavioral training. First, functionally iso-
lated neurons in contingent B.g. exhibited a significant
decrease in burst threshold as compared to the same cells in
control and noncontingent preparations (Figure 4B). Second,
whereas depolarization-activated bursting in all three isolated
cell types occurred indiscriminately with highly variable dura-
tions in control and noncontingent B.g. (Figures 4Aa and 4Ac
for B63; Figure S3 for B30 and B65), in contingent B.g., bursts
elicited by similar current magnitudes were now rhythmically
recurring with durations that remained similar from cycle to
cycle (Figure 4Ab; Figure S3). Consequently, the proportions
of individual cells that expressed such regularized bursting
were significantly higher in contingent preparations
(Figure 4C). Third, the frequencies of bursting elicited in the
three neuron types by the same suprathreshold depolarizing
currents were also significantly higher in contingent B.g.
(Figure 4D). These results therefore indicated that the
pattern-initiating neurons expressed cell-wide plasticity that
correlated closely with the learning-dependent changes
observed in the functionally intact feeding network (see
Figure 2B and Figure S1), including an increase in burst
frequency (associated with an increase in Ri and a decrease
in burst threshold), and a concomitant alteration in oscillatory
membrane behavior that led to a switch from erratic to regu-
larly recurrent bursting.
We next argued that if bursting was indeed inherent to the
individual B63/B30/B65 neurons, then this intrinsic property
should be reflected in a sensitivity of burst frequency to
different levels of membrane polarization [22, 23]. Consistent
with the voltage dependence of an endogenous oscillatory
mechanism, the rates of bursting in individually activated
Figure 3. Learning-Induced Regularization of
Fictive Biting Is Associated with Coincident
Bursting among the Pattern-Initiating Neurons
(A) In control and noncontingent preparations (Aa
and Ac) during n.2,3 stimulation, burst onsets in
B30 relative to B63 (indicated by vertical dotted
lines) varied between individual patterns, with
a different cell type being able to lead in the initi-
ation of successive fictive bite cycles. In a contin-
gent preparation that expressed rhythmically
recurring fictive biting (Ab), burst onsets in the
B30 and B65 neurons were now closely corre-
lated with, and were preceded by, the starts of
corresponding B63 bursts. Recording sequences
with the same time-base and numbers of fictive
bites are illustrated to facilitate intergroup
comparison. Vertical scales represent 30 mV.
(B and C) Dispersion of B30 (B) and B65 burst
onsets (C) relative to the start of B63 bursts
during fictive biting in control (white bars), contin-
gent (black bars), and noncontingent prepara-
tions (gray bars). In both (B) and (C), the differ-
ences among the three groups were significant
(Kruskal-Wallis test: [B], H2 = 6.59; [C], H2 =
6.91). The variability between B30, B65, and B63
burst onsets in each pattern cycle was signifi-
cantly reduced in contingent preparations
compared to control (B30/B63, q = 3.32; B65/63, q = 4.12) and noncontingent preparations (B30/B63, q = 4.36; B65/63, q = 3.53; Newman-Keuls post
hoc test). For each relationship, the control and noncontingent groups were not significantly different (NS; q = 0.59 and 1.11, respectively). *p % 0.05;
***p% 0.005. Error bars represent 6 SEM.
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tion of the amount of injected depolarizing current (Figure 5A).
This voltage sensitivity, which was also seen in isolated B30
and B65 neurons (Figure S4), is further evident in the group
analyses of Figures 5B–5D, where significantly different burst
frequencies were produced in each cell type by different levels
of membrane depolarization.
In contrast to cycle frequency, however, the regularity of
pattern-initiating cell bursts was insensitive to experimental
changes in membrane potential. For example, the steady
depolarizations of the contingent B63 cell in Figure 5Ab did
not lead to irregular bursting as expressed at equivalent cycle
rates in B63 of control (Figure 5Aa) and noncontingent prepa-
rations (Figure 5Ac; see also [17]). These observations, which
were also made for isolated B30 and B65 neurons
(Figure S4), therefore indicated that the regularization of
bursting by associative learning was not a consequence of
the increased excitability of the pattern-initiating neurons but
rather appeared to have arisen from a distinct learning-
induced alteration in a separate voltage-independent compo-
nent of their intrinsic oscillatory mechanisms.
Learning-Induced Coherence of Pattern-Initiating
Neuron Bursting
In addition to these biophysical changes within individual
pattern-initiating neurons, the temporal relationship between
their burst activities was also modified by operant conditioning
(see Figure 3). To determine whether this learning-induced
plasticity in the relative timing of B63/B30/B65 discharge
was specific to this electrically coupled subset or arose from
more extensive feeding circuit alterations, we examined the
effects of contingent training on the coordination between
burst onsets in pattern-initiating cell pairs in functional isola-
tion from the feeding network. Here again, a B63 cell was
continuously hyperpolarized to repress buccal CPG activation
while bursting was elicited simultaneously in the second B63
neuron and either its ipsilateral B30 or B65 partner, with their
frequencies approximately matched to facilitate burst coordi-
nation through their electrical coupling.
In such independently activated cell pairs from control and
noncontingent preparations, as in the functionally intact
buccal network (Figure 3A), burst onsets in B30 (Figures 6Aa
and 6Ac) and B65 neurons (Figures 6Ea and 6Ec) occurred at
Figure 4. Contingent-Dependent Plasticity in Bursting Properties of Functionally Isolated Pattern-Initiating Neurons
(A) The bursting capability of B63 cells was tested by steady intrasomatic depolarization (+2 nA) in the absence of n.2,3 stimulation while holding the contra-
lateral B63 neuron (B63c) silent with steady hyperpolarizing current (25 nA) to prevent the activation of other pattern-initiating cells (lower traces) and the
production of radula motor patterns (although residual unpatterned activity can occur in the motor nerves; see upper traces). In control (Aa) and noncon-
tingent preparations (Ac), such functionally isolated B63 cells generated slowly repeating spike bursts at irregular intervals when continuously depolarized.
However, in a contingent preparation (Ab), depolarization-induced bursting occurred at a higher frequency and with stereotyped burst durations and inter-
burst intervals. Vertical scales represent 30 mV. (See also Figure S3 for equivalent raw recordings from isolated B30 and B65 neurons.)
(B–D) Group data for individually activated B63, B30, and B65 neurons. For each cell type, burst threshold (B), defined as the minimum amount of injected
depolarizing current sufficient to trigger an all-or-nothing impulse burst, was significantly reduced in the contingent group (black bars) as compared to
control (white bars) and noncontingent groups (gray bars). Moreover, the proportions of each neuron type expressing stereotyped rhythmic bursts (C)
and their frequencies of bursting (D) were significantly higher in contingent preparations. In all cases, the control and noncontingent groups did not differ
significantly. Comparisons for B63 as representative of the three cell types: (B) Kruskal-Wallis test: H2 = 6.21; Newman-Keuls post hoc test: contingent
versus control, q = 3.32; contingent versus noncontingent, q = 3.72; (C) Fisher’s exact test: contingent versus control, p = 0.005; contingent versus noncon-
tingent, p = 0.02; (D) Kruskal-Wallis test: H2 = 7.11; Newman-Keuls post hoc test: contingent versus control, q = 3.48; contingent versus noncontingent,
q = 4.44. *p% 0.05; **p% 0.025; ***p% 0.005. Error bars represent 6 SEM.
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relative to the onset of each corresponding B63 cell burst. In
contrast, in contingent preparations in which coactivated
B63 and B30 or B65 neurons were now rhythmically bursting,
the cycle-by-cycle discharge of B30/B63 (Figure 6Ab) and
B65/B63 (Figure 6Eb) began at short and constant phase inter-
vals. Consequently, the dispersions of both B30 and B65 burst
onsets relative to those of B63 (Figures 6B and 6F, respec-
tively) were significantly decreased in the contingent groups.
These cell-pair experiments therefore indicated that the
learning-induced switch to coincident pattern-initiating
neuron bursting does not require alterations in functional
connectivity within the wider buccal circuitry but instead
appears to result from changes that are selective to their
own interconnections.
Learning-Induced Enhancement of Electrical Coupling
That the B63/B30/B65 neurons are extensively coupled
through gap junctions is well established [13, 19, 21]. Specifi-
cally, the bilateral B63 cells are electrically coupled, as each
B63 is with both the ipsilateral and contralateral B30 and B65
neurons. We therefore examined whether the learning-
induced coordination of burst onsets among the pattern-initi-
ating cells was accomplished by functional changes in these
connections.
The strength of electrical coupling between ipsilateral B63-
B30 and B63-B65 differed significantly according to in vivo
operant training. The injection of the same hyperpolarizing
current pulses of increasing amplitude into presynaptic B30
or B65 neurons evoked progressively stronger voltage
responses in postsynaptic B63 neurons of contingent B.g.
(Figures 6Cb and 6Gb) than in B63 of either control (Figures
6Ca and 6Ga) or noncontingent preparations (Figures 6Cc
and 6Gc). This coupling enhancement, which was a specific
consequence of operant conditioning, is further evident in
the group data of Figures 6D and 6H, which compare the
calculated coupling coefficients of the B30-B63 and B65-B63
connections, respectively. Moreover, equivalent comparisons
revealed a contingent-dependent enhancement of the electri-
cal coupling between contralateral pattern-initiating neurons,
including bilateral B63, bilateral B65, and B63 with its contra-
lateral B30 and B65 partners (Figure S5).
Thus, in addition to independently modifying the excitability
and regularity of endogenous oscillations in individual pattern-
initiating neurons, operant conditioning also led to a wide-
spread increase in these neurons’ functional coupling, thereby
providing an effective mechanism by which a transition from
weakly coordinated to coherent bursting among this cell
subset is achieved. As a consequence of this synaptic plas-
ticity, radula motor pattern production in which randomly
generated bursts in any one of B30, B63, or B65 can lead in
the cycle-by-cycle initiating process switches to regularized
pattern occurrences that are now driven principally by the
essential B63 neurons (Figure 7).
Figure 5. Voltage Dependence of Bursting Rate in Individual Pattern-Initiating Neurons
(A) Sample recordings from B63 neurons in control (Aa), contingent (Ab), and noncontingent (Ac) preparations, under single-cell activation as described in
Figure 4. Each B63 neuron was continuously depolarized with three suprathreshold current magnitudes (indicated below traces). In each case, the increase
in burst frequency with current-induced membrane depolarization indicated that the burst-generating mechanism was intrinsic to the neuron. Note that in
the control (Aa) and noncontingent B63 (Ac), current-evoked matching of burst frequencies to those expressed by the same cell type in a contingent prep-
aration (Ab) did not produce stabilized bursting. Moreover, the changes in burst frequency of the contingent B63 cell (Ab) did not deregularize its rhythmic
bursting.
(B–D) Group comparisons of burst frequency changes in isolated B63 (B), B30 (C), and B65 (D) neurons in response to two intensity ranges of injected
depolarizing current (<2 nA;R2.5 nA) that elicited similar burst frequencies among preparations. The resultant lower and higher burst rates (corresponding
to the black and gray bars, respectively) were significantly different for each cell type. The voltage dependence of cycle rate occurred in both regularly
(contingent) and irregularly bursting neurons (control and noncontingent). Statistical comparisons for B63 as representative of the three cell types (Wilcoxon
signed-rank test): control, W = 26; contingent, W = 36; noncontingent, W = 26. *p% 0.05; **p% 0.025; ***p% 0.005. Error bars represent 6 SEM.
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Much of our current understanding of motor pattern genera-
tion has derived from the study of central rhythmogenic
neurons and circuitry that drive relatively stereotyped cyclic
behaviors, such as locomotion and respiration [24, 25]. Here,
cycle-to-cycle regularity arises from spatiotemporally orga-
nized patterns of neuronal activation as a result of specific
Figure 6. Learning-Induced Increase in the Strength of Electrical Coupling between Isolated Pairs of Pattern-Initiating Neurons
(A) Bursting in ipsilateral B63/B30 cell pairs elicited by simultaneous depolarization while hyperpolarizing contralateral B63 to prevent radula motor pattern
generation. In control (Aa) and noncontingent preparations (Ac), the onset of bursts in B30 relative to B63 (indicated by vertical dotted lines) varied between
B63 burst cycles. However, in a contingent preparation that expressed regularized bursting (Ab), B30 and B63 burst onsets were now closely coordinated,
with B63 bursts always starting slightly earlier. Note that the injected depolarizing currents were adjusted to generate similar rates of bursting in the three
groups of preparations. Vertical scales represent 30 mV.
(B) Group comparisons. The dispersions of B30 burst onsets relative to B63 were significantly different in the three groups (Kruskal-Wallis test: H2 = 8.00),
being lower in contingent preparations compared to the control (q = 4.08, Newman-Keuls post hoc test) and noncontingent groups (q = 3.88). The control
and noncontingent groups were not significantly different (q = 1.63).
(C) Changes in electrical coupling between B63-B30 cell pairs. Superimposed membrane potential responses of postsynaptic B63 neurons to incremental
hyperpolarizing current injections (25,210,215 nA; monitored in lower iB30 trace) into ipsilateral B30 (B30i) in quiescent control (Ca), contingent (Cb), and
noncontingent preparations (Cc) are shown. Vertical scales represent 4 mV (B63) and 40 mV (B30).
(D) Group comparisons. The coupling coefficients between the B30 and B63 neurons were significantly different in the three groups (H2 = 7.24), being higher
in the contingent group than in either the control (q = 3.52) or noncontingent groups (q = 4.30). Control versus noncontingent, NS (q = 0.91). Data were
obtained from postsynaptic measurements in response to 210 nA presynaptic current injection.
(E) Coordination of bursting in ipsilateral B63/B65 cells under the same experimental conditions as in (A). Burst onsets in B65 relative to B63 were also more
closely coordinated in a contingent preparation (Eb) than in control (Ea) and noncontingent preparations (Ec). Vertical scales represent 30 mV.
(F) Group comparisons as in (B). B65 burst onsets relative to B63 were significantly less variable in the contingent group (H2 = 6.49) than in the control
(q = 3.58) and noncontingent groups (q = 3.09). Control versus noncontingent, NS (q = 2.16).
(G) Electrical coupling between ipsilateral B63 and B65 cells in control (Ga), contingent (Gb), and noncontingent preparations (Gc) under the same exper-
imental conditions as in (C). Vertical scales represent 4 mV (B63) and 40 mV (B65).
(H) Group comparisons as in (D). B63-B65 coupling was also significantly higher in the contingent group (H2 = 7.06) than in control (q = 3.40) and noncon-
tingent groups (q = 4.64). Control versus noncontingent, NS (q = 0.40). For (B), (D), (F), and (H), *p% 0.05; **p% 0.025; ***p% 0.005; error bars represent 6
SEM.
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982membrane properties and network connectivity both within
and between functionally distinct cell groups responsible for
different phases of the particular behavior. Our results indicate
that onceAplysiamakes the action-outcome association in the
presence of food, its buccal CPG, in addition to the fixed
sequential activation of antagonistic cell groups responsible
for radula protraction and retraction, is also able to produce
cycle-to-cycle stereotypy as a result of the acquisition of
rhythmic and coherent bursting within a synergistic pool of
action-initiating neurons. In contrast, when sporadic and irreg-
ular biting is spontaneously expressed (presumably during
a hungry animal’s random sampling of its environment in
search for food), burst onsets in these instigator neurons
have no specified sequence of activation, and successive
bites can thus have different cellular origins according to the
arbitrary order in which these elements become active in
a given cycle (Figure 7, upper panel). In this situation, there-
fore, in addition to their inherent bursting irregularity, the
lack of a predesignated leader among these decision-making
Figure 7. Summary of Operant Learning-Induced Neuronal Plasticity
Underlying the Acceleration and Regularization of Radula Biting Behavior
Upper panel: in naive control and noncontingently trained animals, the
protraction-initiating neurons (circled in network schematics) are weakly
electrically coupled (resistor symbols) and express slow irregular endoge-
nous bursting. Spontaneous burst onset in any cell type (black) is randomly
capable of leading in initiating a radula motor pattern responsible for a single
bite cycle (indicated by vertical bars in upper trace of middle panel).
Lower panel: in contingently rewarded animals, the same neurons are now
coincidently active as a result of an enhancement of their electrical coupling
(bold resistor symbols) and, in combination with a transition to stereotyped,
rhythmic endogenous bursting (w), ensure the production of regularly
recurring radula bites (see lower trace in middle panel) in which the bilateral
B63 neurons are the pacemaker leaders (black circles).neurons can be seen to provide a further source of variability
in the radula pattern-initiating process.
These findings therefore add a further dimension to our
understanding of central pattern generation by showing that
variability in the cycle-to-cycle emission of motor output by
an autoactive network may arise from the dynamic properties
of output-triggering neurons embedded within, rather than
extrinsic to, the CPG circuit itself [26]. Moreover, by targeting
the cellular and network determinants of burst timing within
this decision-making subcircuit, we have shown how a
learning-derived adaptive process that effectively rigidifies
CPG network operation might be achieved.
Learning-Induced Regularization of Endogenous Bursting
Endogenously active neurons in networks responsible for
stereotyped rhythmic motor programs can express irregular
bursting when synaptically isolated from their circuit partners
[23, 27], implying that burst stabilization can be conferred by
synaptic connectivity within a CPG network. Modulatory trans-
mitters are also capable of inducing stereotyped bursting in
otherwise quiescent pattern-generating circuit neurons
through an activation of their ‘‘conditional’’ intrinsic membrane
properties [28]. In other cases, ‘‘conditional rhythmicity’’ has
been observed in already active neurons that can change
from irregular to regular modes of bursting under neuromodu-
latory instruction [29], thereby implying that different endoge-
nous bursting capabilities can exist within a single neuron.
Our present findings extend this latter idea in that the major
determinants of radula motor pattern generation appear to
reside with spontaneously active, chaotically bursting neurons
that have the conditional capacity to switch to stereotyped
rhythmic bursting. The two activity phenotypes are attributable
to the inherent biophysical properties of the individual B63/
B30/B65 neurons themselves rather than arising from an
unidentified presynaptic source or from network synaptic inter-
actions [30], because each cell type, whether in irregular or
regular mode, can continue to express voltage-sensitive,
burst-generating oscillations in functional isolation from the re-
maining buccal circuitry. Although regenerative plateau proper-
ties have been identified in a number of buccal network neurons
[12,15, 31], evidence for an endogenous oscillatory capability in
elements of this circuit has not been previously reported.
Our data also show for the first time that the transition from
randomly variable to stereotyped rhythmic bursting in a kernel
of autoactive neurons can be conferred by operant condi-
tioning, thereby extending the view that associative learning
can induce cell-wide plasticity through a dynamic alteration
in the intrinsic properties of cells belonging to central
pattern-generating networks [2, 10, 16]. Although the subcel-
lular mechanism (or mechanisms) responsible for this
learning-induced change in B63/B30/B65 behavior remains
to be elucidated, our present data indicate the involvement
of voltage-independent processes because neither the regular
nor irregular forms of bursting observed in the presence or
absence of operant learning were altered by experimentally
evoked changes in neuronal excitability. Interestingly, theoret-
ical evidence has suggested that alterations in the dynamics of
intracellular calcium exchange that is not directly coupled to
membrane voltage can lead to regularized membrane voltage
oscillations in otherwise erratically bursting neurons [32, 33].
Learning-Induced Increase in Electrical Synaptic Strength
In addition to changing the intrinsic biophysical properties of
radula pattern-initiating interneurons, operant conditioning
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983caused an increase in the strength of electrical coupling
between cells of the ipsilateral subset as well as their contra-
lateral partners. Two major mechanisms may alter the electri-
cal coupling between two neurons: direct changes in the junc-
tional resistance between the cells, or changes in the input
resistance of nonjunctional membrane that thereby indirectly
alter the strength of the junctional pathway [34]. Although
our data do not allow us to determine the relative contributions
of these two mechanisms to the contingent-dependent
changes in pattern-initiating neuron coupling, it is likely that
the measured increase in membrane input resistance
accounts in large part for their increased coupling coefficients,
with perhaps little or no additional contribution made by
a direct alteration in junctional resistance.
Various learning protocols are known to modify the strength
of chemical synapses in neural circuitry [35, 36]. However,
although electrical connectivity within networks is a known
target site for sensory inputs and modulatory transmitter
actions [37, 38], its involvement, either directly or indirectly,
in learning-dependent plasticity has not been previously re-
ported. Our data therefore provide new evidence that electrical
coupling within and between neuronal subsets may underpin
a contribution of network-wide plasticity to learning pro-
cesses, in addition to mechanisms that rely on cell-wide plas-
ticity or synapse-specific changes [35, 39].
Electrical synapses are common mediators of synchronized
firing patterns within disparate neuronal populations [40],
implying that the extent to which activity is coordinated may
vary according to the strength of these interconnections.
Consistent with this idea, we found that the learning-induced
increase in electrical coupling strength among the ipsilateral
and bilateral B63/B30/B65 neurons was associated with
a decrease in the otherwise random dispersion of their burst
onsets and a resultant temporal alignment of rhythmic
discharge in which the B63 neurons generally led, probably
because of their higher intrinsic burst frequency (Figure 7,
lower panel). The underlying enhancement of electrical
coupling between these cells would further strengthen the
regularity and intensity of rhythmic bursting in the essential
bilateral B63 neurons and thereby increase the likelihood of
radula motor pattern initiation in each burst cycle. Although
theoretical and experimental observations have suggested
that electrical coupling can play a critical role in the generation
of rhythmic network activity [41, 42], there has hitherto been no
evidence that a change in electrical coupling strength in
parallel with an altered endogenous oscillatory capability
may serve in a common, behaviorally recognizable adaptive
function.
Conclusions
By exploring identified interneurons within the Aplysia feeding
network, we have addressed the cellular basis of learning
processes in exploratory and goal-directed behaviors in which
decision-making about action selection and initiation is crit-
ical. Our findings show for the first time that (1) randomly
distributed burst activity in a kernel of central decision-making
neurons allows the erratic and irregular production of motor
output commands that subserve Aplysia’s ‘‘trial and error’’
search for food; (2) the underlying central pattern generator
can switch from such flexible irregular, infrequent activity to
accelerated, stereotyped rhythmogenesis according to the
animal’s operant experience (the detection of food); (3) the
cellular loci for this operant learning reside at least in part
with the endogenous oscillatory properties of specific circuitneurons and their electrical interconnections; and (4) these
neuronal correlates of experience-related plasticity in
a mollusk’s feeding behavior provide potentially relevant
insights into the cellular basis of nonpathological compulsive
motor actions in more complex organisms, including drug
addiction and compulsive eating habits in humans.
Experimental Procedures
Animals
Adult Aplysia fasciata and Aplysia californica were used in experiments,
which in agreement with a previous study [43] revealed no interspecies
differences in behavioral or electrophysiological characteristics. The appe-
titive operant training protocols used were as described in detail previously
[17] (see also Figure 2A and Supplemental Experimental Procedures).
In Vitro Electrophysiology
Immediately after training, buccal ganglia (B.g.) were isolated, and extracel-
lular electrodes were used to record fictive biting from peripheral motor
nerves and to stimulate sensory nerve n.2,3 to promote feeding CPG activa-
tion. Intracellular recordings were also routinely made from at least three of
the bilaterally paired B63, B30, and B65 neurons (see identification criteria in
Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Neuronal input resistance (Ri) was
measured with two intrasomatic electrodes, one for injecting current and
the other for voltage recording. Ri was calculated from the maximal
membrane potential deflection evoked by a 210 nA injected pulse from
a current-clamped resting potential of 270 mV. The strength of electrical
coupling between cell pairs, calculated from the postsynaptic voltage
response to a presynaptic voltage change evoked by 210 nA, was
measured with two presynaptic electrodes and one additional postsynaptic
electrode to record the electrical synaptic potential. Ri and coupling coeffi-
cients were measured in the absence of n.2,3 stimulation.
Data Analysis
The regularity of radula motor patterns or neuronal impulse burst occur-
rences was assessed by autocorrelation analysis as described previously
[17]. The dispersion of pattern-initiating cell bursts was assessed by angular
analysis after expressing the delays to burst onset in B30 and B65 neurons
as fractions of the corresponding 360 cycle defined by consecutive B63
burst onsets. Nonparametric statistical procedures were used for both
paired and independent data group comparisons, which were subjected
where appropriate to post hoc significance testing. Differences were
considered significant when p < 0.05. Further methodological details are
provided in Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Supplemental Data
Supplemental Data include Supplemental Experimental Procedures and
five figures and can be found with this article online at http://www.cell.
com/current-biology/supplemental/S0960-9822(09)01131-2.
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